XSTAT Training System Instructions for Use
Applicator Use:
Handle
Body

Shaft

Cap

STEP 1.
Hold the applicator
in your hand or
place on a hard
surface with the
white piston
centered in the
applicator body.

Piston

STEP 2.
Insert a ball point
pen (not included)
through the blue
applicator tip and
place the tip of the
pen through the
round hole on the
metal slide (see
arrow above).
DO NOT attempt to
remove the blue
tip.

STEP 4.
Use the ball point
pen to push the
white piston down
the shaft to the
bottom of the
applicator before
refilling.

To Use:

Pull handle away from applicator body until it locks (listen
for a “click”).
Depress handle to expel sponges or pellets for training
use.
Discard expanded sponges after use. Pellets, funnel and
applicator may be reused.

STEP 3.
To release the
piston from the
shaft, press the
metal slide towards
the center of the
white piston while
applying light
pressure on the
handle. Piston will
slide free when
released.

STEP 5.
Hold applicator upright or place the applicator
upright on a hard surface. Insert the funnel
through the blue applicator tip and fill with
sponge or pellets. NOTE: Angle shaft in a
manner to allow sponges or pellets to pass
through funnel. Manipulate applicator and/or
sponges to expedite filling process.

XSTAT Training Applicator and components are NOT Medical Devices.
XSTAT Training Applicator and Components are NOT intended for human
use.
WARNING:

XSTAT Training Applicator and Components are NOT sterile.
XSTAT Training Applicator components contain small parts - keep out of
reach of children.

For additional training information, go to www.revmedx.com
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XSTAT Training System Instructions for Use
XSTAT Training Mannequin
The XSTAT Training Mannequin is intended for training in the use of XSTAT devices and other RevMedx trauma devices.

Extra reservoir cups (x3) and caps (x2)
Fluid Input Tubing
XSTAT 12 (Small Caliber) Wound Insert Cap and Reservoir
XSTAT 30 (Large Caliber) Wound Insert Cap and Reservoir
Extra wound reservoir and cap
Large wound Insert

The XSTAT 30 or Large
Caliber Wound Insert is
intended for use with the
XSTAT 30 Training
Applicator.

The Large wound insert is intended for
use to train on techniques such as wound
packing with product such as XGAUZE®.
As needed, apply lubricant before each
use with the wound packing products.

Apply lubricant to the interior
of the wound model and to
the applicator before each
use.
Training Fluids can be
inserted using the attached
tubing and the included
syringe.

Training Fluids will be collected in the
reservoir cup. The wound cap can be
removed for cleaning or removal of the
reservoir cup.

For additional training information, go to www.revmedx.com
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